Zombies
The Infects

Rot & Ruin

by Sean Beaudoin

by Jonathan Maberry

An uproarious celebration of zombie
culture features the story of 17-year-old
Nero, who is stranded in the wilderness
with fellow juvenile delinquents when
their counselors transform into flesheating maniacs.

Struggling for survival in a postapocalyptic, zombie-infested America
where teens must find employment at an
early age or have their rations cut, Benny
reluctantly takes work as a zombie
hunter, an apprenticeship that shows him
what it means to be human.

Ashes

Zom-B

by Ilsa J. Bick

by Darren Shan

When all electronic technology and
billions of lives are lost in the wake of a
cataclysmic electromagnetic disaster,
survivors Alex, Tom and Ellie band
together to protect themselves from
bizarrely transformed, zombie-like
former humans that are hunting them.

Forced to tolerate his abusive father's
racist views and venting his own
frustrations by clashing with the kids at
school, B wonders about a zombie
outbreak in Ireland and finds himself
struggling for survival while forging
precarious alliances in the serpentine
corridors of his high school.

Contaminated
by Em Garner
Velvet fights for her family's survival after
a widespread contamination turns a
segment of the population, including her
mother, into ultra-violent zombie-like
creatures.

Eat, Brains, Love

Alice in Zombieland
by Gena Showalter
When her entire existence is shattered in
the blink of an eye, Ali is forced to
partner with secretive bad boy Cole
Holland to avenge the deaths of her loved
ones by returning an undead army to
their graves.

by Jeff Hart
New Jersey teens Jake Stephenson and
Amanda Blake are turning into zombies
and, having devoured half of their senior
class, they are on the run, pursued by
teen psychic Cass, a member of a
government unit charged with killing
zombies and keeping their existence
secret.

This is Not a Test
by Courtney Summers
Trapped inside her high school during a
zombie takeover, Sloane Price, who has
given up on living and wonders if being a
zombie might bring relief from her
emotional pain, witnesses the impact of
the apocalypse on five fellow survivors
who desperately want to live.

The Enemy
by Charles Higson
After a disease turns everyone over
sixteen into brainless, decomposing,
flesh-eating creatures, a group of
teenagers leave their shelter and set out
of a harrowing journey across London to
the safe haven of Buckingham Palace.
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